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I n a sho anicle called Children in the
I
I Voods, writer Barry Lopez relates some of
his experiences with children walking in the
forests of Oregon. At the end of the piece he
says:

"The quickest door to open in the woods
for a child is the one that leads to the smallest
room, by knowing *le name each thing is
called. The door that leads to the cathedral is
marked by a hesitancy to speak at all, rather to
encourage by example a sharpness of the
senses. If one speaks it should only be to say,
as well as one can, how wonderfully all this
fis together, to indicate what a long, fierce
peace can derive from this knowledge." (p.24)

When I first read these lines a few years
ago during an environmental education
course, they imrnediately resonated with m€.
There were two reasons for this. The first was
that I remembered how forn:nate I had been
as a child to be able to play and explore wild
places without the intrusion of any form of
education. It is similar to the difference
between reading something for pleasure and
reading it because you are supposed to learn
something ftom it. I enioyed my times in
woods and fields, climbing trees, crawling
through bushes and exploring beaches be-
cause no one was telling me what the things
and beings I encountered there were called,
what they meant or what they werc for. No
one was weighing down my experi€nce with
their words.

The second reason this paragraph and
the whole article resonated with me was that
my work was on language and Nature. These
lines made me think that one of the best things
outdoor educators can do for their students
and for non-human Naturc is to give the
students a chance to experibnce the wild
places they visit without the application of

wolds to those experiences. My own work
centres on how the words we use to talk
about non-human Naturc and environmental
issues often convey ideas of Nature that are
contnry to Its interests. So, I was busy looking
for what I considered 'bettei words. Until
then, It had not really occurred to me that one
of the things we can do is to stop talking so
much about the natural world and to simply
let It be ltself to us.

Though I still think this is an important
part of what outdoor education can be, I know
just how impodant it is that we do continue to
talk about what Nature is, and about our
relationship with It. For those who want to
teach people about the wonders of the natural
world and for others who are concerned about
Its fate, the fact is that we need our words. Ve
must be able to talk about Nature and about
wha! humans are doing to the non-human
beings of this world if we ever hope to reverce
the injuries we are causing. In this essay, then,
I want to say some things about what sorts of
words educators might consider using and not
using for such discussions.

The idea behind what I am doing is to
think about the emotional connotations and
conceptual implications of the words we use
when talking about the lives of animals, plants,
natural communities, or Naturc as a whole.
There is no neutral language, since in both
subtle and obvious ways, all language implies
a way of thinking about, feeling for, and
valuing that which is being talked abour.
'Words do not just stand for things 'out there'
in the real world. \(/ords are ways of giving
meaning to that reality and of doing things
within it. And words are the stock in trade of
us educators. So, it's not just a matter of
thinking about what we say. We also have to
think about how we say it, for how we say it -
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the words we use - ultimately affects the
meaning we convey.

'what this means is that with language
we create and re-create our ideas about the
natural world. But Nature can never be fully
'captured' 6y langsage, or by any other form
of represenution for that matter. One way of
thinking of this is to see language as a way of
domesticating Nature by dividing it up into
categodes and trying to limit the ways we can
see It. (I will discuss'It' later in this article.) So,
for example, according to the dominant view
in this society, there are 'natural resources' and
there are people. Or at best, there is humanity
and. natj.Jre. As na ralist John Livingston says,
such ways of alking produce an ideological
and ecological apanheid. I-ike a cage around
our ability to see the world differendy, lan-
guage coerces us into believing that our paftial
abstractions are whole truths. It is my feeling
that, presently, much of the language used to
discuss ecological issues and problems rein-
forces an anthropocentric and resourcist view
of Nature.

So, where to look for instances of
language caging our perceptions of Nan:re,
and how can we let them become wild again?
The short answer to the first paft of the
question is everywhere. In all instances where
we talk about facets of Nature or about
ecological issues, we use words for naming
Nature, for characterizing It and for implying
our relationship with It. Funhermore, in
discussions that may be unrelated to ecological
affairs, we also use words that help to re-
create our ideas of the natural world. The
short answer to the second part of dre ques-
tion is with our imagination and creativity. In
the remainder of this article, I will elaborate on
these two basic approaches to language and
Nature, the cridcal and the aflirming.

tctophorr
The best place !o start is with meta-

phors. Just about everything we say of Naure
with our language we do with metaphors,
whether we realize it or not. These metaDhors

of Nature are werywhere in flte words we
speak and some are more obvious than others.
For example, consider the image evoked by
Barry Lopez in the lines I quoted above. In
that passage, the woods become a series of
rooms. one which was small and another
which was a 'cathedral.' That these are meta-
pho$ is fairly clear. In contrast, think of the
widespread idea of 'going o'lt izrto Nature.' It
seems like a normal enough way of speaking,
but what the words 'out into' imply is that
Nature is some kind of container which
humans can either be in or out of. The word
acts to metaphodcally reproduce a particular
idea of Nature, in this case, that It is a thinS
and dlat It is separate from humanity.

Linguists George Iakoff and Mark
Johnson write that 'metaphors are pervasive in
everyday life, not just in language but in
thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual
system, in tems of which we both think and
act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature'
(p.3). what they are safng is not only that our
language is unavoidably metaphorical, but that
we also live by our meaphors. Furthermore,
by not recognizing how our metaphors
structure our undeEtanding of the world, we
can come to take thern literally and to act
according to those Iiteralizations. Each meta-
phor, however, is only a panial way of seeing.
It provides a limited conceptual arid emotional
response to that which it characterizes. There
is no one true metaphor of Nature.

Take the idea of 'Mother Earth,' and the
language associated with it, for example. Many
environmental educators regard th.is as a
positive altemative image. This is because it is
said to convey the idea that humans are bom
from Nature and must leam to care for and
respect 'he!,' Howeve!, as Elizabeth Dodson
Gray and others have pointed out, this imagery
can lead to the assumption that Nature will
always take care of us no matter what we do
to 'her.' By speaking of Natule as female, we
may be reproducing both sex-role stereotypes
and a separation of humans from Nature. This
includes using such tems as 'r,r'ryr, timber,'
and 'rap of the wld.' Also, when you con-
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sider the often difficult relationships people
have with their mothers, the implications of
the metaphor are not necessarily so positive.

As with many melaphors of Nature, the
Mother Earth inhge has both positive and
negative conceptual and emotional elements.
In this case it is probably better to avoid this
soft of 'sex-typing' of Nature by using gender
neutral pronouns unless the specfic sex of a
being is known, in which case using gender-
speciJic pronouns is preferable to those such
as 'it.' However, by referring to Nature as 'it'
rather than as 'she' or 'her,' we are not neces-
sarily avoiding problematic language. As the
only other choice, 'it' evokes thingness and not
a living being or process. It is for this reason
that I use 'It' which adds a little bit of resDect
to the least of three evils.

Some of the other familiar metaphors of
Nature are those of machine, spaceship,
computer system, agricultural crop, and
partner. Some of the altematives that people
have used are those of family, home, commu-
nity, slmphony, apestry, and tree. Vrhile I do
not have space to go into each of these here, I
do want to say that none is without its
downside. No meaphor is perfect or complete
for characterizing Nature and our place in It.
For that reason alone, no one meaphor
should be relied uDon.

Probbmdir hngolgo
In addition to, and indeed as part ol

paying attention to the metaphors people use
to talk about Nature, I also look for a number
of other specific ways in which I thinL lan-
guage can degrade the natural wodd. These
include words that promote the irnage of
Nature as simply a resource, words that
suSgest that other species are less-than-human,
words that objectify Nature, and words that
use facets of Nature as metaphors and in so
doing reproduce stereotypes of them. Here are
just a few examples:

Probably the most impoftant category of
language that degrades and domesticates
Nature is r.esourcist language. This is essen-

tially any type of word or phrase that suggests
that Nature is simply a resource for human
use. Tte most obvious example is the term
'natural resources,' a label that is so widely
used that it seems neutral and objective.
Whenever possible, I try to avoid it, and if
necessary will speak of 'those beings that
humans use.'Just a few of the other words
that come across as neutral, but which repro-
duce the resourcist perspective include
'furbearer,' 'game,' 'tir4ber,' and 'wildlife
resenes.' Ntematives to this way of speaking
include speaking direcdy by using the names
of species, the telm 'forest corffnunity,' and
'wild places' respective$.

The other side of resourcist language
includes those words used to label beings that
are perceived as intedering with the rcsourcist
agenda: 'weeds,' 'bugs,' 'pests' and so on. The
best thing to do with these is to shun their use,
and hence the categodes they imply a.lto-
gether.

Some other resourcist words are those
which present aspects of Nature as if they
werb agricultural crops. These include phrases
such as 'tree frr4' 'ban*tlrrg the fish steks,'
and'ssstznable jtold' Again, these can be
avoided by speaking directly of 'forests,' the
'taking of fish communities,' and a 'sustainable
level of use,' for example. Similar$, it is
resourcist to speak of aspects of Nature as if
we own them. So, for example, phrases such
as 'ourlAnd,' 'beitage forcst,' and \re'rc lsing
species' can be replaced with such terms as
'the land,' 'ancient forest cornmunity,' and
'there are fewer species,' respectively.

One more type of resourcist language is
that which presents Nature through an eco-
nomic and commercial metaphor. This in-
cludes terms such as 'banb't4ttlng the re-
sources,''biological ichness,'' ecologlcal
capttal" impouerXbed habitats,' and ecology's
'producers,''consumers,' and'efliciency.'
Donald Vorster has argued that such an
economic view dominates the science of
ecology. It is my feeling that avoiding this
metaphor wiU lessen the tendency !o see non-
human Nature's only value as b€ing to the
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human economy. Some possible alternatives to
these examples are: 'rampant exploitation of
non-human beings,' 'nanral diversity,' and
'severely weakened natural communities.'

Another form of verbal domestication
comes from specleslst language. This is
language tiat reflects the idea that humans are
superior to other animals and to plants. Like
sexism and racism, speciesism is a form of
prejudice. Speciesist language comes in the
form of such phrases as'subbuman species,'
'luter orderc of creation,' 'kser animals,' 'she's
just a dog,' and so on. Ihese are ways of
speaking that can easily be avoided, and no
substitutes are necessary, because the idea of
hierarchy is what should be avoided alto-
gether.

I also think that it is speciesist to use
other beings as metaphors to characterize
negative human behavioufs, situations or
pe$onalities. These are what I call 'Nanrre
peiomtions,' and they include animal insults
and habiat slurs. An animal insult is the use of
an animal's name in a pejorative way, such as
'greedy as a pig,' or 'he's a slug.' There are
many such expressions in our language and all
they manage to do is insult the animals they
use by reproducing stereotypes. Sim.ilarly,
habiat slurs degrade panicular types of natural
communities by associating them with negative
situations. These include expressions such as
'polittcal utildenrcss,' 'bogged down,' 'morass of
hazy concepts,' and'concretg jungle.' Both
habitat slurs and animal insults can easily be
avoided. Creative alternatives, though also
stereotypical, can wake people up to different
ways of thinking. In this case, phrases such as
'greedy as a banker,' 'polirical parwng bt,' and
mall of hazy concepts' could be used.

Another type of problemal.ic expression
is obiecd$tng language. Essentially, this
consiss of words that present Nahrre and Its
facets as things or inanimate objects. The
example I gave of the pronoun 'it' is one case
of this. The word 'envirorment' as a label for
the living natural world is another one of the
best examples, and most widespread cases of
objectifting language. lnstead of 'environ-

ment,' I fty to use 'Natufe,' but even that has
its problems. It too connotes a thing, an
abskaction. However, I feel that I need such a
word in order to discuss the problems I am
trying to address. My hope is to re-imbue
'Nature' with positive connotations and a sense
of its odgioal meaning of an unfolding proc-
ess.

In addition, metaphors of Nature that
charactedze It or aspects of It as objects ot
things are objecti$ring. For example, the now
well-criticized metaphor of Nature as a ma-
chine does this. as does its heir. the Nature as
system metaphor. Such seemingly positive
metaphors as Nature as a tapestry or as a
cathedral are also examples of objectirying
language, So too are the uses of such words as
'damaged,"destroyed,''repaired,' or'restored'
to say what humans have done to, or can do
for Nature. To see what I mean, consider how
these differ from the altematives: 'iniured,'
'killed,' 'healed,' and 'revived.' If we are to see
Nature as alive, we need to use the appropri-
ate tems. The key here is to think about
whether the words you use would be appro-
priate for use in talking about living subjects.

These are just some of the ways that I
think language contdbutes to a degraded view
of Nature. I further feel that along with anend-
ing to these aspects of language, it is just as
impoftant to avoid racist, sexist and other
prejudicial language practices. This is because
an egocentdc perspective, in the words of
'Warwick Fox, "allows all entities (including
humans) the freedom to unfold in their own
way unhindered by the various forms of
human domination." (p.1 16)

Slrotogies for (honging
lmguqo

Despite drawing out these few exam-
ples of types of problematic language, I do not
want to leave the impression that all ways of
speaking are necessarily so. Vhat I do want to
emphasize is that much of the language
available to environmental educators and other
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concemed people is degnding for aspects of
Nature. However, there are ways to try to
overcome this, and the point I want to shess is

' dtat we can be lrn?glnetlve about ouf word
choices. Language can be a positive tool for
change and education. So far I have offered
some specific examples of altematives, which
are in no way exhaustive. rvhat I want to do
now is suggest some additional approaches.

. Again, these arc just some of the possibilities.
Always question the language you are

using. Be self-aware and self-critical. In doing
this, try to see the ways that your language
may be degrading the natural world. Then, try
to avoid those terms that seem foublesome.
Be especially aware of metaphors and think
about both their connotations and Uleir
conceptual implications. Do not take meta-
phors as total or literal truths. Be aware of
them as metaphors and as partial construc-
uons.

Use wild words. In order to disrupt this
society's dominant ways of perceiving Nature,
we need to use language that is unconven-
tional, language which cracks open the
pavement of dominant views. This means un-
domesticating it, letting it go wild. This in-
volves being creative with our language
because, as Anne Champagne points out,
creative expedence is similar to our positive
experience of Nature. Wild words, then, are
both words that are free from convention and
habit, and words that evoke wild Nature. As
with any form of creative expression, wild
words cannot be fully defined; they can only
emerge through creative actions and the
process of hyinS to speak differently. Perhaps
some of the altematives I am offering in this
paper can be wild words in certain contexts.
Consider the following language paths I try to
walk.

Try to use organic metaphors and
language generally that keeps Nature alive.
Also ffy to re-enchant language with irnages of
Nature as rnagical and enchanted, and not
simply as a meaningless place of certainty.
Speak of the Earth as a miracle not as an
obiect. One step towards this is to try to avoid

the terminology of science. Vords such as
'ecosystem,''organism,"biosphere,''compo-
nents,' 'energy exchange,' 'penurbation' and
so on are part of an objecti$ing and
reductionistic view of Nature as a thoroughly
knowable system.

Be evocative and direct. Do not conceal
what is goinS on. So, if trees or animals are
being killed, for whatever reason, say so. Do
not allow the euphemisdc language of, for
example, the tree cutting industry to colonize
your vocabulary. As Anne Champagne sug-
gests, we need unsettling and emotionally
resonant language in order to keep the light
clearly on what humans are doing to the
planet.

Be cautiously antfuopomorphic. Leesa
Fawcett suggests that the use of positive
anthropomorphic language can help to bring
us closer !o seeing Nature and Its facets as our
cornrnon field of care. So, foJ example, what is
to stop us from saying that a squhel is
'playing,' as opposed to 'displacing energy'?
The scientiffc aboo against anthropomoqphism
is part of the belef that there can be absolute
obiectivity. It.also assumes that the so-called
objective language of science is not anthropo-
morphic. But in rcal.ity, any words we apply to
non-human Nature in order to explain It or
give It mening are going to be a projection of
our beliefs. In other words, as Neil Evemden
suggests in his recent book, it's all anthropo-
morphism an)'way: "since we cahnot know
widr certainty the motivations of another
society of creatures, we are sulely practising a
kind of antltropomorphism in claiming to do
so." (p.53)

In addition to using language that
allows us to see other beings as like us, we
can also make positive use of language that
allows us to see ourselves as like other beings:
positive animal analogies instead of animal
insults. Keith Thomas says that in the seven-
teenth cennrry, when farmers lived much more
closely with fafm animals, their language
reflected a more caring relationship:

"Their very language expressed their
sense of aflinity between them and their
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animals, for many descriptive terms applied
equally to either....

This continuing use of animal analogy
and metaphor in daily speech reinforced the
feeling that men [stul and beasts inhabited the
same molal universe and that tems of praise
or reproach could be applied interchangeably
to either. " (pp.98-99)

But again, as Thomas says, the lan-
guage then was more meaningful than are
today's animal analogies and metaphors
because people experienced lhose animals on
a daily basis. Also, in using such language, we
must always be careful not to projecr judg-
ments onto Naturc.

Another altemative approach is to
borrow words from other cultures and lan-
guages. However, this must be done with
lespect and an apprcciation that, out of
context. such words mav have different
meanings. One popular example of this is the
Hopi word blaanisqatsL meanhg, among
other things, 'a way of life that is so crazy it
calls for a new way of living.' It also means life
or Nature out of balance.

'$fle might also consider working to
reclaim the lost meanings of some of the key
words in our existing vocabulary. For example,
try to revive the idea that Nature implicidy
means a process and not a thing. There may
be more hope in reclaiming language than in
attempting to introduce new words, since the
latter are often perceived as 'unnatural'!

Finally I would like to suggest that we
should not be trying to reproduce or represent
Nature in our language, but to enklt as
Emzim Koh6k suggests. Our language should
be seen for what it is-rooted in experience and
not abstraction, and we should encourage that.

(ondusions
In this anicle I have tried to show how

conventional language can contdbute to
degraded ways of seeing Nature. I have
suggested some of the ways that outdoor
educators and other concerned people can try
to address the issue of language. I have also

proposed different sorts of words that would
be more evocative of an egocenftic and non-
resourcist sense of Nature. In some cases there
are either no altematives or if there are. thev
are problematic in other ways. The question of
what ultimately would constitute positive,
affirming, or to use the popular idiom, 'envi-
ronment-friendly' language is a catch-22. Since
we do not yet have a well-ardculated idea of
dre sense of Nature needed to bring down the
anthropocenuic-resourcist vieq/, we cannot
judge iust what sots of words are appropdate
to lt.

Although I may seem to have been
prescribing ways of speaking or not speaking,
that is not my intent. For me it's a matter of
having found the words I was using inad-
equate and inappropdate to convey the
sensibility of Nature that I had come to hold.
So, I became interested in the relationships
between language and how we view Naue in
this society. Trying to change my language is
only one part of trying to change my way of
seeing the world and my way of being. In this
article I am simply suggesting the possibility of
changing your language. Each of us must
decide for ourselves if we feel our words fit
our values.

Even though I think it is vitally impor-
tant, I do not want to imply that language
change is the solution to the problem. The
problem that manifests itself in the degradation
of the natural world and in domination of all
forms is much more complex. In the main, I
think it is a problem of culnrre and conscious-
ness, to which language closely relates. But it
is also a problem of economics and power. So,
for me, the questioning of worldviews and
forms of communication is only one part-albeit
an importznt one - oI how ecological and
social issues can be addressed and the overall
problem defined. Treafrnent of the symptoms
alone will leave the causes untouched. Simi-
larly, language change alone would be token-
ism, or window dressing, and we have already
seen a fak bit of that in the folm of corDorate
'greenwashing.'
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The importance of language lies in its

ability to shape our experience, and to repro-
duce accepted ways of seeing. But, it can also
help us to unseat those ways. In this challenge,
wild words cah be powerful words of authen-
ticity, and of change. They are an assertion of
value, not just fact. we need to liberate our
language from the cages of thought in which it
now resides; we need to liberate the creativity
that is the power of language. And for my pan,
the liberation of language will be for the sake
of the liberation of all of Nature.
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